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ABSTRACT
The watersheds of a function are geometric

features which are very useful in picture segr'len-
tation. We briefly and intuitively define the no-
tion of watersheds, and we state that this trans-
formation can be perfoIT"£d starting from the ske-
leton of the function. This skeleton is a particu-
lar case of a general morphological transformation
called Thinning.

Two examples of use of the watersheds are
then given : the first one drawn from contour
~etection of defects in weld radiographs and the
other one fro~ the segmentation of bubbles on an
electrophoresis gel.

Introduction
The aim of this paper is to present the no-

tion of watershed of a function in a very practi-
")1 way. For this purpose, we shall define and
compute watersheds for digitized functions. The
ciigitilution of these filnctions is perfomied "ccc,r-
ding to an hexagonal frame.
Watersheds of a function

Definition
Let f be a function. Its graph may be conside-

red as a topographic surface, on which a number of
features may be defined. Among those, the minima
of the function, and its watersheds are of some
interest.

Let us consider a drop of water on this topo-
graphic surface. The water streams down, reaches
a minimum height where it stops. With each minimum
we associate the set of all the points of the grap;
frorilwhich the water may come. Such a set is
called a catchment basin. Several catchment basins
can overl ap : Their common points fom the water-
sheds of the function. (see Figure 1).

catchment
basin

Figure 1 : Remarkable features of a function :
~inima, catchment basins, watersheds.

This intuitive definition of a watershed must
b~ ~efined;to do this, we need the following defi-
nltlons : Let ~ be the sampling hexagonal frame of
the function, and put:

Xi = 1 x E 'C, f(x) 2: i I
Xj is.the set of all points of the frame such that
fIX) lS less or equal to i. Let us consider two
distinct points x and y embedded in Xi' We can
define the geodesic distance between these two
~oi~ts as t~e le~gth of the smallest arc, provided
lt lS contalned ln Xi and join x to y. Let us now
consider two sets X and Y, Y c X. Y is assumed to
be the union of n connected components Ki' We can
define the zone of influence of a component K· as
~~e set of all points of X at a finite geodes~c
olstance from Kj (that is, at a finite distance from
the nearest poi~t of Kj) and closer to Kj than to
an~ other Ki (Flgure 2). The set of points of X
WhlCh do not belong to any zone of influence is
called skeleton by zone of influence of Y with
respect to X and denofe SKIZ (Y;X) [2J



Figure 2 : Geodesic distance and skeleton by zoneof influence (SKIZ)
Let Z be the set of watersheds and Zj the

subset of Z of those points which are at heignt j.
~et us assume Zk is known, for k S j-~, Xj-1 bein~
~ne threshold of function f at level J-1 ;
~,_ - Z'-l is then t~e set of points whose height
i~ fess ihan j and WhlC~ belong to only one ,
catchment basin. It is then clear that the pOlnts
of X, equally distant fraJ two different connected
~omp~nents belong to the watersheds at level j."I"hen:

ZJ' SKIZ(X'l-Z'l;X,)j- J- J

~dld Z 'J z,
j J

This definition provides a method for buil-
~ing the watersheds, in an iterative process.

Computation of watersheas
There exists a very tight relationship bet-

ween the transformation which provides the water-
sheds of a function and a morphological transfor-
mation of functions called Thinning [3 j

Let us consider a function f at point x,
and an hexagon centered at this point. Let T1 and
T2 be two disjoint sub-sets of the hexagon (T1 and
T2 need not be a partition of the hexagon). ~e
define the thinning of f by T = (T1,T2) as a func-
tion g defined at point x as follows:

g(x) = Sup f(y)
yE T2

iff Sup [f(y)J
yET 2

g(x) = f(x) if not

< f(x) S Inf [f(z)]
zE T 1

This function is denoted by g = f 0 T. It is
possible to use many elements T. In particular, \'Ie
can take the successive rotations of one element.
The transformation is called iterative thinning
and denoted by :

felT! =(((fOT(l)) T(2)),,,OT(6))

l ~ ,(where the l's represent T1 and
~ ~ the O's, T2)

Then, this particul~r thinning is culled
skeleton of the function [1] (Figure 3)

Figure 3 : a) grey-tone function
p ) skeleton of the grey-tone function

We can prove that the watersheds of a function
are nothing other than the closed arcs of the
skel eton [4 J . In other \Olords,if \Oleel iminate the
barbs of the skeleton, we obtain the waterheds, asshown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 : Computation of watersheds by elimination
of barbs in the skeleton.



This interesting property provides a power-
ful method of computation of the watersheds.
Watersheds and picture segmentation

The watersheds transformation is very effec-
tive in picture segmentation and in contour detec-
tion. Let us illustrate these tranSfOYT,lSwith two
exar,lp1es .

wel d Radiographs
Many weld radiographs show various defects,

different in size and in contrast. In order to
detect the contours of these defects, we can per-
fOYTil'~he watersheds tranSfOYT,lation on the gradient
function of the picture. In actual fact, the
defects correspond to points with a low gradient,
as is the case for the background (Figure 5).

Figure 5 : a) Weld radiographs with defects
b) watersheds of the gradient function

Electrophoresis gel
In this case, the problem is to detect

contours and to separate bubbles produced by
proteins during their migration on a gel. Two
watersheds nave been perfon~ed : the first one on
the initial picture, in order to segment the
bubbles, and the second one on the gradient
function to detect their contours. The first
transformation is also used to eliminate over-
segmentation which may occur during contour
detection (Figure 6).

Figure 6 a) electrophoresis gel
b) watersheds of the grey-tone function
c) contour detection
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